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research, and investigative journalism because the plat-
forms’ tight grip on information veils answers to systemic 
questions about the practical ramifications of platform 
policies and practices.

Section III concludes with a series of recommenda-
tions. We propose two legislative reforms, each focused 
on breaking the black box of content moderation that 
renders almost everything we know a product of the 
information that the companies choose to share. First, 
we propose a framework for legally mandated transpar-
ency requirements, expanded beyond statistics on the 
amount of content removed to include more information 
on the targets of hate speech and harassment, on govern-
ment involvement in content moderation, and on the 
application of intermediate penalties such as demoneti-
zation. Second, we recommend that Congress establish 
a commission to consider a privacy-protective framework 
for facilitating independent research using platform data, 
as well as protections for the journalists and whistleblow-
ers who play an essential role in exposing how platforms 
use their power over speech. In turn, these frameworks 
will enable evidence-based regulation and remedies.

Finally, we propose a number of improvements to plat-
form policies and practices themselves. We urge plat-
forms to reorient their moderation approach to center 
the protection of marginalized communities. Achieving 
this goal will require a reassessment of the connection 
between speech, power, and marginalization. For exam-
ple, we recommend addressing the increased potential of 
public figures to drive online and offline harms. We also 
recommend further disclosures regarding the govern-
ment’s role in removals, data sharing through public- 
private partnerships, and the identities of groups covered 
under the rules relating to “terrorist” speech. 

This report demonstrates the impact of content moder-
ation by analyzing the policies and practices of three 
platforms: Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter.3 We selected 
these platforms because they are the largest and the 
focus of most regulatory efforts and because they tend 
to influence the practices adopted by other platforms. 
Our evaluation compares platform policies regarding 
terrorist content (which often constrict Muslims’ 
speech) to those on hate speech and harassment (which 
can affect the speech of powerful constituencies), along 
with publicly available information about enforcement 
of those policies.4 

In section I, we analyze the policies themselves, show-
ing that despite their ever-increasing detail, they are 
drafted in a manner that leaves marginalized groups 
under constant threat of removal for everything from 
discussing current events to calling out attacks against 
their communities. At the same time, the rules are crafted 
narrowly to protect powerful groups and influential 
accounts that can be the main drivers of online and offline 
harms. 

Section II assesses the effects of enforcement. Although 
publicly available information is limited, we show that 
content moderation at times results in mass takedowns 
of speech from marginalized groups, while more domi-
nant individuals and groups benefit from more nuanced 
approaches like warning labels or temporary demoneti-
zation. Section II also discusses the current regimes for 
ranking and recommendation engines, user appeals, and 
transparency reports. These regimes are largely opaque 
and often deployed by platforms in self-serving ways that 
can conceal the harmful effects of their policies and prac-
tices on marginalized communities. In evaluating impact, 
our report relies primarily on user reports, civil society 

Introduction

Social media plays an important role in building community and connecting people 
with the wider world. At the same time, the private rules that govern access to 
this service can result in divergent experiences across different populations. 

While social media companies dress their content moderation policies in the language 
of human rights, their actions are largely driven by business priorities, the threat of 
government regulation, and outside pressure from the public and  the mainstream 
media.1 As a result, the veneer of a rule-based system actually conceals a cascade of 
discretionary decisions. Where platforms are looking to drive growth or facilitate a 
favorable regulatory environment, content moderation policy is often either an 
afterthought or a tool employed to curry favor.2 All too often, the viewpoints of 
communities of color, women, LGBTQ+ communities, and religious minorities are at 
risk of over-enforcement, while harms targeting them often remain unaddressed.  
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I. Content Moderation Policies:  
Discretion Enabling Inequity

This section compares platform rules governing terrorist content, hate speech, 
and harassment. These policies showcase how content moderation rules are 
designed to give the platforms broad discretion, which can translate into 

inequitable enforcement practices that leave marginalized groups at risk while 
protecting dominant groups and their leaders. In addition, we find that platforms seem 
to choose to interpret their rules in ways that allow them to avoid politically charged 
removals and to deflect questions about unequal enforcement. 

A Brief Overview of Content Moderation Policy

>> All platforms incorporate content moderation in some 
form. Without taking steps to remove some content, such 
as spam, they would quickly become unusable. At the same 
time, platforms have historically been reluctant to invest 
the time and resources necessary to develop comprehen-
sive content moderation practices until forced to do so by 
scandal or public pressure.5 This reluctance largely reflects 
a belief that content moderation is a resource drain rather 
than an essential part of product development. 

Eventually, most companies publish a set of “rules” or 
“community standards” that aim to explain to their users 
the kinds of content that is acceptable on the platform. 
These policies typically contain rules against hate speech, 
terrorist or extremist content, nudity, and harassment 
(among other categories). Although the specific wording 
differs from platform to platform, these guidelines are 
frequently more similar than dissimilar. In practice, 
high-profile removals by one platform tend to be mirrored 
by other major platforms, regardless of differences in the 
specific language in their respective rules.6 

The last decade has seen a clear trend across the largest 
platforms toward greater complexity in their content 
moderation policies. For example, Twitter’s initial rules, 
published in January 2009, were less than 600 words 
long.7 YouTube’s first policy simply instructed users not to 
“cross the line.”8 Today, content moderation policies are 
much more comprehensive, containing specific provisions 
on various content categories spanning multiple web 
pages. Facebook’s community standards evolved from a 

few sentences in 2011 to a multipage, encyclopedic 
collection of rules and blog posts by 2021. The greater 
diversity of speech and content available on the platforms, 
their increasingly global reach, and the fact that they have 
faced mounting public and government pressure to both 
moderate content and justify their decisions may explain 
this expansion.9

The major platforms rely on their policies to buttress their 
assertion that they operate within a rule-based system.  
But when confronting high-profile or difficult decisions, 
they often work backward to reach the desired result. 
High-profile removals are frequently made on an ad hoc 
basis, with action explained via new rules and announced  
in company statements spread across multiple locations 
ranging from company blogs to corporate Twitter accounts 
to third-party websites.10 The resulting policy changes are 
often disjointed, unclear, or limited to addressing the 
narrow issue of controversy rather than encompassing a 
systematic reimagining.11 As the Facebook Oversight Board 
pointed out in an early decision in January 2021, Face-
book’s practice of updating its content moderation rules 
through blog posts and failing to memorialize them in its 
community standards makes it difficult both for users to 
understand or adhere to company policies and for external 
groups to hold the platform accountable for its enforce-
ment decisions.12 Often, situations would have been 
foreseeable had teams more thoroughly addressed 
potential abuses of their products and services at the 
development and implementation stages.
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leaders, or individuals involved in these activities.”20 These 
imprecise terms are inevitably applied in a broad-brush 
manner that captures general sympathy or understanding 
for political viewpoints as well as news reporting and 
research projects. For example, in multiple reported 
instances, Facebook has erroneously deleted news articles 
and suspended accounts of journalists and human rights 
activists, including at least 35 accounts of Syrian journal-
ists in the spring of 2020 and 52 Palestinian activists in 
a single day in May 2020.21 In a 2018 letter to Facebook, 
Fionnuala Ní Aoláin, the UN special rapporteur on the 
promotion and protection of human rights and funda-
mental freedoms while countering terrorism, similarly 
warned against “the use of overly broad and imprecise 
definitions as the basis for regulating access to and the 
use of Facebook’s platform as these may lead to indiscrim-
inate implementation, over-censoring and arbitrary denial 
of access to and use of Facebook’s services.”22 While Face-
book claims that it allows some breathing room for 
discussion, the policy requires individuals to “clearly indi-
cate their intent” in order to avoid removal;23 this appears 
ill-suited to accommodate the reality of political discus-
sion, which is rarely black and white.

None of the platforms’ enforcement reports distinguish 
between terrorist content itself and so-called glorification 
of terrorism content, instead providing overall numbers 
on removals under their broader policies.24 Since all three 
platforms are founding members of the Global Internet 
Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT), a collaborative 
effort to combat online terrorist content through infor-
mation sharing and automated removals, their enforce-
ment probably aligns largely with the content flagged in 
the database — more than 70 percent of which is removed 
as glorification of terrorism.25 As with the platforms’ poli-
cies, GIFCT’s approach is vague: glorification is defined 
as content that “glorifies, praises, condones or celebrates 
attacks after the fact.”26 However, unlike the secrecy that 
shrouds platform designations, GIFCT claims that it uses 
only the UN Security Council’s consolidated sanctions list 
(although it did make ad hoc designations for attacks in 
Christchurch, New Zealand, and Halle, Germany, in 2019, 
and Glendale, Arizona, in 2020).27

By choosing to rely on prohibitions of expansive cate-
gories like “support” and “glorification,” platforms have 
established a regime in which a wide range of political 
speech and human rights documentation is inevitably 
swept up in a removal dragnet. Overall, platform policy 
regarding “terrorist” content pays little heed to nuance 
and context, willingly accepting errors that affect commu-
nities with little political power. 

A. Terrorism and Violent 
Extremism Policies
Despite detailed rules, blog posts, and other announce-
ments, platform rules against terrorist and violent extrem-
ist content remain opaque, failing to provide clarity on 
which groups have been designated as terrorist organi-
zations and granting the platforms immense discretion 
in enforcement. Largely shaped by government calls to 
launch an “offensive” against Islamic State of Iraq and 
Syria (ISIS) propaganda, these policies disproportionately 
target speech from Muslim and Arabic-speaking commu-
nities.13 Imprecise rules combined with overbroad tools 
for mass removals have resulted in what researchers 
describe as “mistakes at scale that are decimating human 
rights content.”14 

After years of claiming that they could not reliably iden-
tify and remove “terrorist” speech, the major social media 
platforms responded to pressure from the U.S. and Euro-
pean governments to move aggressively to remove 
content deemed as supporting terrorism.15 Each platform 
has a slightly different approach to removing terrorist and 
violent extremist content: Facebook removes it under its 
policy on dangerous individuals and organizations, Twit-
ter under its violent organizations policy, and YouTube 
under its violent criminal organizations policy.16 All these 
policies rely on the content being tied to a specific group, 
but no platform has published a list of the groups that 
they target.17 In statements, the platforms have all indi-
cated that they rely on national and international terror-
ism designations, such as the U.S. Department of State’s 
list of foreign terrorist organizations or the United 
Nations Security Council’s consolidated sanctions list, in 
addition to their own designations.18 Reliance on these 
lists demonstrates the political nature of the removals, as 
well as the risk of disparate impact on particular commu-
nities. Many U.S. and international sanctions lists specif-
ically target al-Qaeda, the Taliban, and ISIS, making it 
likely that over-removals will disproportionately affect 
Muslim and Middle Eastern communities. Moreover, 
because the platforms’ full lists (which might well extend 
beyond the sanctions lists) are not public, users do not 
necessarily know that the organization they are posting 
about is on a list of prohibited organizations — a failing 
highlighted by the Oversight Board constituted by Face-
book in late 2018 to review its content moderation 
decisions.19 

Once an organization falls under the terrorism policies’ 
umbrella, the platforms typically remove content that 
“promotes” or expresses “support or praise for groups, 
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Case Study: Comparing Facebook Responses to ISIS and White Supremacist Content

>> Historically, Facebook’s dangerous individuals and 
organizations policy has primarily focused on targeting 
content from terrorist groups like ISIS and al-Qaeda, with 
seemingly little concern for how these removals potentially 
limit ordinary Muslim users whose content can be too 
readily misinterpreted as glorification, support, or praise of 
these groups.28 In a report analyzing the effects of “extrem-
ist” removals, researchers documented how this approach 
resulted in the removal of a Facebook group supporting 
independence for the Chechen Republic of Ichkeria, groups 
advocating for an independent Kurdistan, and the account 
of a prominent Emirati journalist who posted satirical 
commentary criticizing a Hezbollah leader.29 In each of 
these cases, errors were prompted by an inability to account 
for context and intent, reflecting Facebook’s broad approach 
to removals that accepted mistakes as acceptable trade-offs 
in exchange for rapid and sweeping enforcement. These 
mistakes were mostly kept from public view until 2019, when 
Facebook finally started publishing information about errors 
and appeals regarding its dangerous individuals and 
organizations policy.30 

After a white supremacist livestreamed his attacks on 
mosques in Christchurch, New Zealand, Facebook an-
nounced that it was beginning to enact additional mea-
sures to combat white supremacy.31 However, this rollout 
struck a different tone than was applied for combating 
groups like ISIS and al-Qaeda.32 Facebook clarified that it 
was not attempting to ban “American pride” or limit 
people’s ability to “demonstrate pride in their ethnic 
heritage.”33 Instead, the company said it was banning the 
“praise, support and representation of white nationalism 
and white separatism.”34 While the company’s initial 
announcement said that it was banning more than 200 
organizations under the policy, later posts significantly 
narrowed the scope of the removals to around 12.35

In practice, Facebook’s new rule on white supremacy was 
narrow: only posts explicitly calling for white nationalism or 
white separatism were subject to removal. Facebook’s 
2020 Civil Rights Audit confirmed this approach, noting 
that the policy did not capture content that “explicitly 
espouses the very same ideology without using those 
exact phrases.”36 Despite multiple blog posts and an 
analysis by Facebook’s civil rights auditor Laura Murphy, 
white supremacy as a concept was nowhere to be found 
within Facebook’s community standards until an update in 
June 2021.37 Now, white supremacy is listed as an example 

of a “hateful ideology,” alongside Nazism, white separatism, 
and white nationalism, but it remains undefined — making 
it difficult to assess the rule’s scope or impact. 

Unlike the bans against posts praising ISIS, taking a 
meaningful stand against white supremacy would require 
Facebook to remove content from users with powerful 
political support or with significant followings within the 
United States. In one instance, Facebook’s own policy team 
recommended adding Alex Jones, who regularly targeted 
Muslim and transgender communities, to its list of 
dangerous individuals and organizations.38 According to 
BuzzFeed News, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg rejected 
the proposal, claiming that he did not view Jones as a hate 
figure.39 Instead, he called for a more “nuanced” strategy, 
according to a Facebook spokesperson, resulting in Jones’s 
suspension but not the more systemic removal of his 
account or content from people who “praise” or “support” 
him.40 

As part of its latest update, Facebook disclosed that it 
uses a three-tiered system for its dangerous organiza-
tions and individuals policy. Tier 1 covers “terrorism, 
organized hate, large-scale criminal activity, mass and 
multiple murderers, and violating violent events.” Face-
book bans all praise, support, and representation of these 
groups and activities. Tier 2 covers “violent non-state 
actors” that do not generally target civilians. For these 
groups, Facebook removes support and representation, 
but only removes praise that is specific to an entity’s 
violence. Finally, Tier 3 covers “militarized social move-
ments,” “violence-inducing conspiracy networks,” and 
“hate banned entities.”41 Tier 3 entities are only prohibited 
from representation; praise and support of these organi-
zations does not violate the policy. It would appear that 
individuals like Alex Jones and organizations like QAnon 
fall into Tier 3, meaning they are subjected to a narrower 
set of restrictions than what is reserved for organizations 
like ISIS.

These attempts to meaningfully target narrow and 
individualized enforcement stand in stark contrast to 
sweeping removals that are typically reserved for “danger-
ous organizations” that come from marginalized communi-
ties. Moreover, they demonstrate the extent to which 
detailed rules around enforcement mean little when they 
can be adjusted on the fly to accommodate powerful 
individuals and their followers.
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often result in over- and under-removals of hate speech. 
As described in the case study below, this constrains the 
ability of marginalized groups to use the platforms. 

Facebook’s policy on hate speech is the most complex 
of the three platforms, involving a three-tiered system of 
prohibited content that distinguishes among protected 
characteristics (i.e., race, ethnicity, national origin, reli-
gious affiliation, sexual orientation, caste, sex, gender, 
gender identity, and serious disease or disability) and 
quasi-protected characteristics (i.e., age and immigration 
status).45 Both Twitter’s and YouTube’s protected charac-
teristics lists overlap significantly with Facebook’s.46 Twit-
ter’s list considers age on par with the other protected 
attributes, and attacks based on immigration status are 
not protected.47 YouTube’s list includes victims of a major 
violent event as well as veteran status.48

B. Hate Speech
According to the three platforms, hate speech is one of 
the most difficult areas of content moderation because of 
the complexities inherent in developing a definition of 
hate speech that can be applied globally and at scale.42 The 
companies struggle to address regional and cultural 
nuances, dog whistles, and terms that have been reclaimed 
by marginalized groups. These complexities are aggra-
vated by an eagerness to expand into parts of the world 
where they have no local moderator expertise and may not 
even offer translations of their community rules into the 
local language.43 Over time, the companies have developed 
elaborate systems for assessing hate speech based on 
defined protected characteristics, but these systems also 
allow for immense discretion in enforcement,44 and they 

Case Study: Twitter’s Failure to Protect Black Twitter Users and Its Light-Touch  
Approach to QAnon

>> The reasoning behind Twitter’s hateful conduct policy 
is among the most well-articulated of the three companies, 
explicitly acknowledging the effects of hate speech on 
marginalized communities, particularly those who identify 
with multiple underrepresented groups.49 Nevertheless, 
like the other platforms, its enforcement efforts have failed 
to protect people of color, leaving up content from 
influential accounts that have repeatedly been connected 
with everything from online harassment to offline violence.

In 2014, for example, a group of Black women uncovered 
and fought a coordinated harassment campaign targeting 
them.50 A group of 4chan users had created a number of 
fake Twitter accounts impersonating Black feminists, 
attempted to use Black slang, and promoted a fake  
Twitter campaign to #EndFathersDay. When Twitter  
failed to provide adequate support, these women fought 
back against the campaign with their own hashtag 
#YourSlipIsShowing.51 The women organized and shared 
block lists and helped prevent other Black women from 
being driven off the platform due to the tireless racist and 
misogynistic attacks.52 

Twitter also took an incremental approach to the conspira-
cy theory QAnon, despite a long history of its followers 
posting incendiary, threatening, racist, and abusive speech 
that seemed to blatantly violate the company’s rules.53 
Other platforms acted in 2018 (Reddit) and mid-2019 

(YouTube) to close QAnon-related forums and remove the 
group’s content.54 

When Twitter finally acted in July of 2020, it did not enforce 
its existing prohibitions on hate speech or harassment. 
Instead, the company suspended several QAnon accounts 
under a new “coordinated harmful activity” designation 
added to Twitter’s rules in January 2021.55 Under this new 
rule, Twitter said that it would now act when it found “both 
evidence that individuals associated with a group, move-
ment, or campaign are engaged in some form of coordina-
tion and that the results of that coordination cause harm to 
others.”56 It would not typically remove content or suspend 
accounts but instead limit the conspiracy theory’s 
appearance in Twitter’s trends and recommendations 
features, as well as its appearance in search results.57 It 
was only after the January 6 attack on the U.S. Capitol that 
Twitter “began permanently suspending thousands of 
accounts that were primarily dedicated to sharing QAnon 
content.”58 

One Twitter employee told the Washington Post, “whenever 
we introduce a change to our policies, we can look back 
and wish that we’d introduced it earlier.”59 At the same 
time, Twitter’s hesitance to act could also be explained by 
the growing affinity for QAnon expressed by several 
prominent American politicians, from former President 
Trump to various members of Congress.60
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counter denying them service on the basis of race but also 
protected against hecklers looking to interfere with their 
equal access to the restaurant.68 The state of comparable 
protections online remains underdeveloped. 

Platform rules against harassment acknowledge the 
impact of online harassment but balance it — in different 
ways — against freedom of expression. For example, 
Facebook says that harassment “prevents people from 
feeling safe” but that it also wants to ensure that people 
can share “critical commentary of people who are featured 
in the news or who have a large public audience,” positing 
the two values as oppositional.69 YouTube’s rules do not 
provide a policy rationale, but its exception for “debates 
related to high-profile officials or leaders” suggests that 
it too attempts to balance open debate and user safety.70 
Twitter, on the other hand, says that freedom of expres-
sion “means little as an underlying philosophy if voices 
are silenced because people are afraid to speak up”; it 
weighs that value against the platform’s interest in “direct 
access to government and elected officials, and maintain-
ing a robust public record [that] provides benefits to 
accountability.”71 According to Twitter, “insults may be 
present in tweets related to heated debate over matters 
of public policy,” but the company is more likely to remove 
a tweet targeting a “private individual” without relevant 
political context.72 Platforms rightfully provide more 
breathing room for criticism of public figures, but only 
Twitter specifies who qualifies as a public figure and 
addresses how these same individuals can have a stronger 
ability to indirectly prompt their users to harass individ-
uals. In June 2021, Facebook agreed to implement an 
Oversight Board recommendation to clearly define its 
differing approaches to moderating harassment against 
public figures and private individuals, as well as to provide 
additional information on how the company defines these 
user categories.73

While the companies’ harassment policies incorporate 
a wide range of prohibitions, they provide considerable 
discretion for platforms to choose when and how they 
will act. This indeterminacy can leave users unsure of both 
what is actually prohibited in practice and who must 
report a violation in order for platforms to act. For exam-
ple, Facebook and YouTube prohibit not only direct threats 
and incitement but also “repeatedly” making unwanted 
advances, abusive behavior, or “inciting hostility.”74 While 
Twitter does not have a comparable prohibition, it does 
prohibit “excessively aggressive insults.”75 These terms are 
not well defined, and none of the platforms specify what 
level of repeated or aggressive attacks merit action (or the 
enforcement it will trigger). Similarly, while platforms 
acknowledge the importance of context and assessing 
patterns of behavior, it remains unclear how platform 
moderators acquire the necessary context to make accu-
rate determinations. Instead, Twitter and Facebook’s poli-
cies say that in “certain” circumstances, they “may” need 

In designing their response to hate speech, platforms 
do not fully incorporate power dynamics into their rule 
construction, which can lead to bizarre and illogical 
outcomes. For example, an internal Facebook training 
document from 2017 revealed that out of three groups 
— female drivers, Black children, and white men — only 
white men would be protected under the company’s hate 
speech policy.61 The rationale was that both race (white) 
and sex (male) are protected characteristics, whereas the 
other examples included quasi- or nonprotected charac-
teristics, namely age (in the Black children example) and 
driving (in the female drivers example).62 Implementation 
of Facebook’s hate speech policy in this manner resulted 
in the platform reinforcing protections for white men, a 
dominant group, while failing to address speech targeting 
more vulnerable communities (women and Black people). 
In response to media fallout following the release of the 
training documents, Facebook announced that it had 
reformed its hate speech enforcement systems to depri-
oritize comments about “Whites,” “men,” and “Ameri-
cans.”63 However, it did not change its underlying policies, 
nor did it fully show how it implemented these updates 
or how they were evaluated for success.

C. Harassment
Harassment is one of the most omnipresent elements of 
online life. According to the Pew Research Center, 41 
percent of U.S. adults have experienced online harass-
ment; women are more than twice as likely to report that 
their most recent experience was very or extremely upset-
ting, and roughly half of Black and Hispanic individuals 
subjected to online harassment reported it being tied to 
their race or ethnicity, compared with 17 percent of white 
targets.64 Amnesty International has tracked Twitter’s 
efforts to address online abuse against women since 2017, 
time and again reporting that the platform has failed to 
adequately protect female users — particularly those with 
intersectional identities — noting LGBTQ+ women, 
women with disabilities, and women from ethnic or reli-
gious minorities are disproportionately harmed by 
abuse.65 

Online harassment can cause offline harms ranging 
from doxxing (publicly revealing private information 
about an individual with malicious intent) to violence, but 
it can also lead to online harms such as causing people to 
withdraw from social media or to self-censor around 
certain topics.66 As a report from PEN America notes, 
individual harms stemming from harassment “have 
systemic consequences: undermining the advancement 
of equity and inclusion, constraining press freedom, and 
chilling free expression.”67 Offline, the law acknowledges 
the collateral repercussions of unchecked harassment. 
For example, people are not only protected from a lunch 
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the rules contain considerable leeway for the platforms 
to decide at what point repeated or excessive harassment 
merits immediate enforcement. As with hate speech and 
terrorist content, platforms regularly use this discretion 
to delay action against powerful figures, whereas they 
seem to apply a trigger-happy approach to speech from 
marginalized groups using aggravated language to speak 
out against injustice. 

The ever-expanding list of content rules can obscure 
the reality that platforms retain tremendous discretion. 
Moreover, content policy is often imprecise and broad 
when applied against marginalized communities, yet 
narrowly drafted and interpreted when it concerns domi-
nant groups. This disparity sets the groundwork for an 
online ecosystem that reinforces existing power dynam-
ics, leaving marginalized communities simultaneously 
at risk of removal and over-exposed to a number of 
harms. 

to hear from the person being targeted to “understand 
context” or “understand that the person targeted feels 
bullied or harassed.”76 But they do not specify the circum-
stances that require self-reporting, and their policies do 
not disclose other ways that platforms may receive rele-
vant context. At the same time, in response to a recom-
mendation from the Oversight Board, Facebook indicated 
that it would assess the feasibility of providing modera-
tors with more social and political context when applying 
the harassment policy against private individuals. While 
the company acknowledged the need to balance “speed, 
accuracy, consistency, and non-arbitrary content moder-
ation,” it remains unclear how it will weigh these 
principles.77

The platforms’ rules against harassment come closest 
to articulating the competing interests of freedom of 
expression and user safety, but they do not explain how 
the companies assess these competing interests. Instead, 

Case Study: YouTube’s Checkered Approach to Harassment by Far-Right Personalities

>> In late May 2019, Carlos Maza, a former Vox journalist, 
posted a Twitter thread describing consistent racist and 
homophobic harassment he endured at the hands of 
popular alt-right YouTuber Steven Crowder and his 
followers.78 Crowder repeatedly called Maza a “lispy 
sprite,” a “little queer,” “Mr. Gay Vox,” and “gay Mexican” in 
videos that were watched millions of times.79 Maza 
reported that these attacks led to doxxing, death threats, 
and targeted harassment from Crowder’s followers,80 who 
also harassed Maza on Instagram and Twitter and via a 
torrent of phone calls and texts.81 In response to Maza’s 
Twitter thread, Crowder posted a response on YouTube 
defending his show as political humor and disavowing 
harassment by his followers.82 

In June 2019, YouTube published an initial response on 
Twitter asserting that “while we found language that 
[Crowder used] was clearly hurtful, the videos as posted 
don’t violate our policies.”83 The platform found it convinc-
ing that Crowder had not explicitly instructed his viewers 
to harass Maza — even though that was not a necessary 
element of YouTube’s harassment policy, which at the time 
banned “content or behavior intended to maliciously 
harass, threaten, or bully others.”84 

Only after LGBTQ+ organizations, YouTube employees, 
politicians, industry executives, and others criticized its 
decision did YouTube choose to demonetize Crowder’s 
account — not for the harassment of Maza but for the sale 
of “Socialism is for F*gs” T-shirts on his channel.85 This 

decision meant that Crowder would no longer be able to 
make money off advertising from his channel. Subsequent-
ly, in response to continued public outrage, the platform 
followed up by saying that Crowder would have to address 
other unspecified “issues” with his account. YouTube said it 
came to this decision after “further investigation” of the 
account revealed a “pattern of egregious actions” that 
harmed an unspecified “broader community.”86 

However, in August 2020, YouTube announced that it was 
lifting the penalty because of Crowder’s improved behavior, 
seemingly overlooking the fact that Crowder’s videos over 
the previous year included one calling the Black Lives Matter 
movement a “domestic terrorist organization” and another 
titled “WHEN TRANSGENDERS ATTACK!”87

The public outcry around Maza’s experience triggered a 
new and expanded harassment policy, which YouTube 
unveiled in December 2019.88 This new policy added a new 
“creator-on-creator” harassment policy that prohibited 
“demeaning language that goes too far.”89 

YouTube’s creation of a new rule to address harmful 
content already falling within the scope of its existing 
harassment policy exemplifies the ways in which platforms 
attempt to deflect criticisms of their disparate enforce-
ment practices by announcing new policies. YouTube had 
rules and enforcement mechanisms that it could use 
against Crowder, but it chose to exercise its discretion to 
allow him to continue violating the rules. 
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empirical data from the platforms themselves beyond the 
general statistics in their transparency reports, much of the 
following analysis relies on user reports, independent 
audits, civil society research, and investigative journalism.

A. Latent Biases in How 
Offending Content Is 
Identified and Assessed
Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube rely on a combination of 
user reports, trusted flaggers, human reviewers, and auto-
mated tools to identify content that violates their poli-
cies.96 Whether content is assessed by a human or by a 
machine, bias can creep in in numerous ways.

Platforms employ automated processes at various 
stages of policy enforcement, although no one outside of 
company walls knows the extent to which each platform 
relies on these systems for removals. Each piece of 
content uploaded to a platform is typically prescreened 
against a database to determine if it matches content 
previously removed as terrorist content or pertaining to 
child exploitation, among other categories.97 The plat-
forms continuously use additional automated systems in 
a number of contexts to try and identify content that 
violates community standards, but the complete universe 
of policies enforced via algorithm is unknown.98 

Of the three platforms, Facebook’s methods of iden-
tifying violating content are the most accessible, in part 
due to a Data Transparency Advisory Group report that 
the company commissioned in May 2018.99 If Facebook’s 
automated systems flag a piece of content as “clearly” 
in violation of the rules, it may be removed without a 
human reviewer. If the algorithm is uncertain, the 
content is forwarded to a human for review.100 When a 
user reports content, it is typically routed through an 
automated system that determines whether it should be 
taken down or sent to a human reviewer based on the 
same standards.101 It is unclear if content identified by 
trusted flaggers is put through automated review or if it 

For example, Black activists have long complained that 
their attempts to post examples of attacks targeting them 
have resulted in enforcement actions. In one instance in 
2019, Facebook removed a post by Black Lives Matter 
organizer Tanya Faison that read “Dear white people, it is 
not my job to educate you or to donate my emotional 
labor to make sure you are informed [. . .]”; in another, the 
company suspended the Black Lives Matter Minneapolis 
Facebook page when organizers spoke out against a 
police officer who suggested that drivers run over protes-
tors to keep traffic flowing.90 Some users have succeeded 
in getting enforcement errors overturned — especially if 
they were able to elicit press attention — but others, such 
as the activist collective Hood Communist, were unsuc-
cessful in getting either their Twitter accounts reinstated 
or adequate explanations as to why their accounts were 
actioned.91 Similarly, in the midst of a collective reckoning 
around sexual harassment and abuse in the workplace in 
2017, several women saw their accounts suspended for 
posting about their experiences and saying variations of 
the phrase “men are scum.”92 

The problem is not limited to the United States. Earlier 
this year, for example, Palestinians and their allies faced 
widespread removals, account suspensions, and hashtag 
and livestream blocks as they sought to document abuses 
by Israeli government forces stemming from evictions in 
Jerusalem’s Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood.93 In one instance, 
Instagram removed or blocked posts using hashtags 
related to al-Aqsa Mosque as Israeli police stormed the 
complex while Palestinians were congregating there to 
observe the last Friday of the holy month of Ramadan.94 
In another, Twitter suspended the account of a journalist 
documenting protests in East Jerusalem.95 Platforms said 
that these removals were due to glitches or technical 
errors, but their collective effect was to suppress Pales-
tinian speech.

This section analyzes platforms’ enforcement mecha-
nisms and how companies’ decisions can harm marginal-
ized communities, downplaying the threats facing them 
while employing tools and methods that can limit their 
ability to organize, comment, and document threats to their 
safety. Because of the difficulties in obtaining detailed, 

II. Enforcement of Content Moderation Policies:  
Who Is Affected and How?

As with the specific language of their content policies, the companies’ 
enforcement mechanisms operate under the veneer of a rule-based system but 
leave platforms with immense flexibility. From how violating content is 

identified to how it is sanctioned, enforcement decisions reflect judgments that often 
take a deferential approach for the powerful and appear to allow more room for error 
when removing the speech of the marginalized voices. 
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every case, black-aligned tweets are classified as sexism, 
hate speech, harassment, and abuse at higher rates than 
white-aligned tweets.”109 Although these analyses were not 
conducted on the proprietary tools employed by Facebook, 
Twitter, or YouTube, they illustrate issues common across 
the academic approaches to using automated tools to iden-
tify hate speech. 

One reason that automated tools for speech removals 
can be biased against people of color is that they are 
ill-equipped to understand nuances in context. For exam-
ple, the systems may not know that a term considered a 
slur when directed toward a marginalized group can be 
used neutrally or positively among members of the 
targeted group. For the automated tools to make their 
assessments, they must be trained on large amounts of 
data labeled by humans as either belonging or not belong-
ing in a given category. In some circumstances, the human 
labelers are not given the context necessary to make 
informed determinations of whether a piece of content 
is likely to be offensive. One set of researchers found that 
simply providing human annotators with additional 
context about the identity of the poster or the dialect they 
were writing in could decrease the likelihood that tweets 
written in African American English would be labeled as 
offensive.110 In other circumstances, humans helping code 
content are pressured by their employers to label content 
in a manner that falls in line with a majority view or else 
risk sacrificing their wages.111 As a result, these individuals 
may choose not to flag instances where, counter to the 
status quo, they believe an algorithm is making incorrect 
assessments about a piece of speech, allowing the system 
to encode incorrect lessons. 

Bias can also work its way into automated systems 
because many natural language processing tools developed 
in one language may not perform as well when applied to 
other dialects or languages. This risk is amplified when the 
languages have a smaller online footprint in terms of avail-
able training data, such as Bengali, Indonesian, Punjabi, 
Cebuano, and Swahili.112 Unaddressed, this paucity of data 
for the algorithms to learn from can lead to the develop-
ment of automated tools with higher error rates, raising 
the risk of over-removals of content from the people who 
speak these languages.113 Unfortunately, minimal informa-
tion is available about the systems that Facebook, Twitter, 
and YouTube employ, making it difficult to understand 
questions such as what languages their algorithms are 
trained in or how they address latent biases against users 
speaking in dialects or less common languages. 

Human content moderation can also be biased. For 
example, human moderators face tremendous pressure 
to rapidly finish their queues and may not have adequate 
time or context to arrive at correct assessments, making 
it likely that they will have to let their own biases or intu-
itions guide them — consciously or unconsciously.114 This 
pressure can put content from marginalized communities 

gets escalated for higher-level review. 
Whether any of the platforms have subjected their auto-

mated tools to peer review, third-party audits, or any form 
of independent review for accuracy or efficacy is unclear. 
For example, despite Facebook’s assurances that only 
“clear” violations are automatically removed, in practice, 
there is little understanding of the confidence thresholds 
that trigger automatic removal, how often human moder-
ators override algorithmic determinations, or whether 
automated tools are being employed globally despite 
limited training data across languages and cultures. Having 
often touted their automated tools, when the Covid-19 
pandemic decreased the role of human reviewers, the three 
platforms acknowledged that increased reliance on auto-
mated tools would lead to more errors.102 

The automated processes for reviewing and removing 
content reflect a series of choices that can put speech from 
marginalized communities at risk of over-removal. For 
example, upload filters are typically applied to content 
related to copyright, nudity, and suspected terrorism, 
reflecting a decision on the part of the platforms to accept 
errors in the name of rapid enforcement. Automated filter-
ing largely relies on a hashing system: a piece of offending 
content is “fingerprinted” so that duplicates of the content 
can be more rapidly removed.103 Of course, this system may 
miss situations in which the image or video is being shared 
for purposes such as criticism, artistic expression, satire, 
or news reporting. As explained by one Twitter employee 
who works on machine learning issues, the application of 
content filters requires accepting that innocent users will 
be inevitably swept into the dragnet.104 Speaking in an indi-
vidual capacity, he explained that while the company 
viewed possibly restricting ordinary Arabic-speaking users 
and journalists as an acceptable trade-off in the fight 
against ISIS, deploying a similar tactic to fight white 
supremacy in a manner that would constrain American 
users and Republican politicians was not.105

Platforms have also expanded their use of automated 
tools to incorporate natural language processing. At a high 
level, this process relies on a series of computer science 
techniques for analyzing text and making predictions about 
it.106 For purposes of content moderation, natural language 
processing tools are trained to guess whether a piece of 
content is, say, hate speech or harassment. However, stud-
ies into the use of automated tools for identifying hate 
speech have found that these systems can amplify racial 
bias. In one study, researchers found that models for auto-
matic hate speech detection were 1.5 times more likely to 
flag tweets written by self-identified Black people as offen-
sive or hateful, with tweets written using African American 
English “more than twice as likely to be labeled as ‘offensive’ 
or ‘abusive.’”107 Another study analyzed five widely used data 
sets for studying hate speech and found “consistent, 
systemic and substantial racial biases in classifiers trained 
on all five data sets.”108 That study reported that “in almost 
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but they may never know that their content is receiving 
less distribution or is disqualified from a recommendation 
engine because it repeatedly came “close” to breaking 
existing rules. Even less transparency is available at a 
systemic level. Currently, platform transparency reports 
do not account for intermediate enforcement measures 
or adequately define how platforms make determinations 
for what qualifies as “borderline content,” making it diffi-
cult to understand how often these enforcement options 
are applied or if they are having a disparate effect on 
certain communities. At best, platforms issue statements 
about the effectiveness of their measures without allow-
ing independent verification.118 

a. Warning Labels
One increasingly popular intermediate enforcement 
measure is the discretionary use of labels and click-
through screens (called interstitials). Particularly in cases 
where the harms of leaving a post up are more attenuated 
or where a platform wants to slow the spread of content, 
labels and interstitials give platforms a way to still moder-
ate content while prioritizing freedom of expression. 
However, they often deploy these measures as a means 
of sidestepping politically fraught content moderation, 
which amounts to a protection for the powerful. 

For example, Facebook adopted labels to avoid contro-
versial moderation choices in the lead-up to the 2020 U.S. 
presidential election. Facing vigorous criticism from both 
parties for its failure to moderate election content — with 
Democrats arguing that it was not doing enough to stop 
the spread of misinformation and Republicans arguing 
that it was censoring conservative viewpoints — Face-
book reportedly added warning labels to more than 180 
million posts between March and November 2020, while 
removing 265,000 for violating its policies on voter 
suppression.119 Unfortunately, these labels seemed 
designed to fail. Oftentimes they contained generic warn-
ings or simply directed users to election results.120 As 
several civil society groups pointed out, in choosing to 
label all election-related posts uniformly, regardless of 
their potential to cause harm, Facebook essentially made 
the labels meaningless.121 News reports alleged that Face-
book knew the labels did little to stop the spread of 
misinformation.122 

Platforms are missing an opportunity in not harnessing 
the potential of labels and interstitials to serve as propor-
tionate interventions. While intermediate enforcement 
tools might remediate some of content moderation’s 
over- and under-inclusivity issues, they appear to be used 
merely as tools for tempering controversial decisions. 

b. Feed Ranking and Recommendation Engines 
Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube all use automated systems 
to rank, organize, and recommend content. This curation 
is an essential aspect of what makes their platforms usable 

at risk, given the extent to which these communities can 
use language in novel ways or attempt to reclaim slurs 
used against them. In addition, despite a global footprint 
and dispersed workforce, platforms have entered into 
markets where they lack moderators with local expertise 
or even appropriate language skills to make accurate 
determinations about content.115 Here again, human 
moderation can be prone to error and bias, as moderators 
are forced to make determinations without the necessary 
knowledge or context to make accurate decisions.

Whether content is assessed by human or machine, 
platforms’ enforcement mechanisms are often 
ill-equipped to understand political developments, shifts 
in language, or other emerging trends that are essential 
to proper content moderation, especially when moderat-
ing speech from marginalized groups.116 Given these areas 
where bias can creep in, the need for independent assess-
ments of platform systems being used live and at scale is 
urgent and overdue.

B. Intermediate 
Enforcement and Public 
Interest Exceptions — 
Protections for the 
Powerful
Historically, platform approaches to content moderation 
were binary: take it down or leave it up. However, Face-
book, Twitter, and YouTube have all begun expanding 
their repertoires to encompass a broader range of enforce-
ment actions. Although the rules are not applied equally 
and mistakes are common, platforms can comfortably 
point to the scale of their operations and say that they will 
inevitably make mistakes. This posture becomes more 
complicated when influential figures with large follow-
ings regularly break the rules with impunity. This section 
analyzes intermediate enforcement actions and public 
interest exemptions, finding that they can be used to avoid 
making politically charged decisions, ultimately allowing 
the platforms to take a permissive posture that can 
amplify harms to marginalized communities.

1. Intermediate Enforcement
Intermediate enforcement options vary by platform but 
can range from disqualifying a person from making 
money off their content (demonetization) to decreased 
distribution of their content (downranking) to adding 
restrictions or warnings to their posts (warning labels).117 
Some measures are more readily visible than others. For 
example, a user is likely to be notified when they are 
disqualified from running ads on their YouTube channel, 
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Whether a piece of content will be engaging and encour-
age people to spend more time on the platform is one 
important factor for ranking and recommendation engines. 
However, people’s inclination to interact with sensation-
alism and outrage can result in these systems learning to 
prioritize inflammatory content, at least up until the point 
that it becomes too toxic and turns away advertisers. Savvy 
marketers and bad-faith actors alike exploit this algorith-
mic preference for sensational and incendiary content.123 

and engaging. These invisible decisions highlight posts 
from particular accounts, recommend groups to join or 
content to share, and facilitate targeted advertising. These 
systems dictate which posts get wide distribution and 
which ones remain in obscurity. Receiving favorable treat-
ment by platform algorithms is essential for gaining noto-
riety. These systems thus play a decisive role in shaping 
what kinds of content people are incentivized to post. They 
are also a form of content moderation.

Case Study: Facebook’s News Feed

>> Facebook’s news feed feature is a collection of content 
posts from a user’s friends, pages they follow, and groups 
they belong to — along with paid ads labeled as “spon-
sored” peppered in. The news feed also contains a number 
of recommendations, such as groups to join or past posts 
in the form of “memories” to share.

Although Facebook does not make the full details of how it 
decides which posts to show a user publicly available, the 
company has published blog posts that provide an 
overview of the four elements that inform its algorithmic 
ranking:124

¡		the inventory of available posts, which can include 
content a person’s friends have posted or that have 
appeared in groups or on pages they follow;

¡		the signals (i.e., data points) that inform ranking 
decisions, derived from the account a given post was 
shared by, the virality of a post, the speed of a user’s 
internet connection, or whether a piece of content has 
been rated as objectionable in some way;

¡		predictions such as how likely a user is to comment or 
share a post; and 

¡		unspecified “integrity processes” to evaluate objection-
ability, diversity of content, etc.

Based on these elements, Facebook assigns each piece of 
content a relevancy score in order to rank how they appear 
in a user’s news feed. 

These explanations provide limited insight.125 Facebook does 
not explain what role (if any) the various methods it employs 
to track users as they use the platform — and browse the 
internet more broadly — play. For example, it does not 
reference the “traits” that machine learning models can 
estimate, such as race, political and religious leanings, 
socioeconomic class, and level of education.126 The company 
also conceals what role advertisements play, and how it 
deploys automated interface features like memories to 

prompt engagement with the platform. These data points 
are ripe for incorrect or biased assessments.

In the face of ongoing public criticism of its ranking system’s 
role in helping spread everything from misinformation to 
hate speech, Facebook announced a series of changes to its 
ranking algorithms. In 2018, Mark Zuckerberg said the 
company was changing its news feed algorithm to prioritize 
posts from friends and family in an attempt to facilitate 
“meaningful social interactions.”127 However, news reports 
indicate that Facebook may have scrapped efforts to adjust 
its ranking system to create “the best possible experiences 
for people” because promoting civility interfered with the 
company’s interest in growth and having people keep 
visiting the platform.128 The status of the initiative is unclear. 

The company recently claimed that it is also experimenting 
with approaches such as surveying its users and offering a 
more easily accessible ability to opt out of its ranking 
algorithm, instead allowing users to simply view posts in 
reverse chronological order.129 This move appears to be 
part of a concerted effort to shift the focus away from its 
lack of meaningful transparency around algorithmic 
ranking by making the argument that people are choosing 
how to populate their feeds.130 

Ultimately, the fact that Facebook now makes some of its 
algorithmic methodology public and allows users some 
control over what they want to see does not change the 
reality that the company controls how it designs its 
systems, which it does behind closed doors. The company 
can walk away from any reforms at will and is under no 
obligation to allow independent research to assess the 
impact of its decisions. Additionally, while users can tinker 
with some controls and features, the possibility remains 
that Facebook’s systems will make incorrect, biased, or 
even discriminatory assessments about what to show its 
users based on inputs that users cannot control.
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Case Study: YouTube’s Recommendation Engine 

>> YouTube’s recommendation engine is the automated 
process by which the platform generates a queue of videos 
that its systems guess will keep a user on the platform. 
According to current and former YouTube engineers, the 
overarching purpose behind the company’s algorithm is to 
make the platform more “sticky” — that is, a place where 
people spend more time.131 In essence, the system analyzes 
various inputs to pull a set of videos that a given user may 
want to watch next and then ranks them.132 The full scope 
of the inputs is unknown, but YouTube says that it analyzes 
a number of metrics, including the following:
¡		click-through rates;
¡		watch time and engagement metrics such as likes, 

dislikes, and shares;
¡		user history, including search history and previously 

watched videos;
¡		feedback from other users;
¡		users’ demographic and location information; and
¡		how new or “fresh” a video is.133 

The recommendation engine plays an outsize role in how 
people find videos. According to a 2018 statement from 
YouTube’s chief product officer, the recommendation 
engine accounts for more than 70 percent of the videos 
watched on the platform.134 At the same time, some investi-
gations into the prioritization of watch time and engage-
ment found that the recommendation engine promotes 
inflammatory and extreme content to users.135 

Attempting to downplay and discredit criticism, YouTube 
initially said that its recommendation system had “changed 
substantially over time and no longer works the way it did 
five years ago,” but there is no way to verify this assertion. 
The company claims that it no longer optimizes for watch 
time but instead focuses on “satisfaction,” as measured by 
likes, dislikes, shares, and user surveys.136 In a 2019 white 
paper detailing how it fights disinformation, the company 
claimed that YouTube prioritizes content by “authoritative 
sources” to avoid misleading users about developing news 
stories.137 

Later that year, YouTube announced a series of new 
measures that seem to give people greater control in 
influencing the videos that its recommendation engine 
promotes.138 These measures included the ability to 
remove suggestions from channels and the addition of 
contextual explanations as to why a particular video is 
being recommended.139 According to YouTube, its 

measures to reduce “borderline content” (i.e., content 
that “comes close to” but does not violate its community 
guidelines) achieved “a 70% average drop in watch time 
of this content coming from non-subscribed recommen-
dations in the U.S.”140 This obscure figure does not 
suggest a change in the recommendation of borderline 
content, just a change in how long certain people watch 
the videos that YouTube recommends. The number tells 
us nothing about the overall prevalence of content that 
the company considers “borderline,” which guidelines 
were almost violated, or how the platform makes those 
determinations. Nor does YouTube identify the people 
tasked with training or evaluating its recommendation 
engine.

We cannot fully ascertain the effectiveness of these 
changes, but there is reason to be concerned. For example, 
YouTube says that it elevates “authoritative voices” in its 
search results and “watch next” panels for topics related to 
“news, science, and historical events,” but one of the 
named authoritative voices is Fox News, which researchers 
have identified as a locus for spreading misinformation.141 
And algorithms are bound to make mistakes. Case in point: 
in creating an algorithmically generated knowledge panel 
with contextual information about the 2019 fire at the 
Notre-Dame cathedral in Paris, YouTube accidentally 
treated the incident as an act of terrorism and provided 
information about the 9/11 attacks.142 In 2021, the Mozilla 
Foundation published a report that relied on 37,380 
YouTube users who had installed a browser extension to 
understand how the platform’s recommendation engine 
was operating in practice.143 The study found that 71 
percent of the content that users identified as “regrettable” 
(a term that allowed users to define what they believed 
caused harm, and contained everything from hate speech 
and harassment to scientific misinformation and what 
YouTube might consider “borderline content”) came from 
YouTube’s recommendation algorithm. The study also 
found that the rate of “regrets” was 60 percent higher in 
countries where English is not the primary language.144

Despite the reported success of its new measures, YouTube 
has not released any underlying data, such as how much 
time viewers still spend watching the borderline videos or 
how it populated its sample size. Similarly, existing 
independent studies operate with limited information, as 
YouTube does not facilitate research at even the limited 
scale offered by Twitter and Facebook.
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on the platform even if it violates the Facebook commu-
nity standards when the company believes that the public 
interest in seeing it outweighs the risk of harm.149 We 
know little about how that determination is made, how 
often the policy is applied, or whether the default is to 
leave content alone. Users have almost no way to know 
the policy has been applied absent press inquiries that are 
answered by company representatives. Moreover, the 
policy is not codified in the company’s community stan-
dards, which forces the public to wade through Face-
book’s various public statements and blog posts and 
third-party analyses to estimate the policy’s parameters 
and application use cases. 

This policy’s opacity is illustrated by the fact that the 
world outside of Facebook assumed that the company 
had applied the public figure exception to allow content 
from former President Trump to remain online even when 
what he was posting seemed to violate its policies. In May 
2021, however, Facebook told the Oversight Board that it 
did not exempt Trump’s posts based on this policy; in fact, 
it told the board that it had “never applied the newswor-
thiness allowance to content by the Trump Facebook page 
or Instagram account.150 (The company subsequently 
stated that it had accidentally forgotten to disclose one 
instance in which it did employ the policy, when Trump 
insulted someone at a political rally.)151 Instead of applying 
a newsworthiness exemption, Facebook says it employs 
a newly disclosed “cross-check system” for certain 
accounts considered high-profile to minimize enforce-
ment errors.152 While it is understandable that the 
company would involve its senior executives in decisions 
about the president’s account, as the Oversight Board 
noted in May 2021, “the lack of transparency regarding 
these decision-making processes appears to contribute 
to perceptions that the company may be unduly influ-
enced by political or commercial considerations.”153 

In response to the Oversight Board’s recommendation 
for more clarity about its cross-check system, Facebook 
merely stated that it “may employ additional reviews for 
high-visibility content that may violate our policies.”154 
Absent from its response are essential details such as who 
qualifies for this cross-check system, whether every post 
from popular accounts undergoes this secondary review, 
and which individuals or teams are responsible for the 
additional layer of review. Also in response to a board 
recommendation, Facebook published a blog post on its 
Transparency Center blog that sought to explain its news-
worthiness policy.155 Most notably, it announced that it 
was “removing the presumption we announced in 2019 
that speech from politicians is inherently of public inter-
est.”156 It said that the company would “begin providing 
regular updates about when we apply our newsworthy 
allowance” but did not specify how or when. Among the 
considerations for evaluating newsworthiness, Facebook 
lists “country-specific circumstances” (for example, when 

As with most of content moderation’s inner workings, 
little public information about how these systems work 
and how they may be affecting different groups is available. 
Social media platforms zealously guard their algorithms 
and constantly tweak them, so public understanding of 
how they work is largely based on platforms’ own explana-
tions, leaks from internal whistleblowers, and academic 
studies based on limited data.145 After sustained criticism 
and pressure, platforms have slowly rolled out changes to 
the underlying formulas that constitute their algorithms 
and provided some information about them.146 But these 
piecemeal disclosures and back-end updates are not 
subjected to independent review, making them of limited 
use as a measure of platform transparency and account-
ability — particularly in analyzing how they may be dispro-
portionately affecting marginalized communities. 

Platforms increasingly rely on intermediate enforce-
ment measures to moderate some of the most high-profile 
issues facing social media platforms. At the same time, 
these methods appear to be employed selectively as 
restrained measures when traditional enforcement mech-
anisms would impact dominant groups. Despite its grow-
ing prominence, transparency around platforms’ 
intermediate enforcement lags far behind their disclo-
sures around removals, making it difficult to fully assess 
the scope and impact of these moderation tools.

2. Public Interest and Newsworthiness 
Policies
Notwithstanding their voluminous policies, platforms 
maintain enormous and often invisible discretion over 
how they employ content moderation by applying news-
worthiness or public figure exceptions. The lack of spec-
ificity and transparency regarding how they deploy these 
exceptions creates a large gap in our understanding of 
how platforms approach moderating the content of their 
most influential users. The actions of influential accounts 
can be among the most consequential drivers of harass-
ment and offline violence. We have seen this reality play 
out across the globe, with the social media posts of poli-
ticians, religious figures, and cultural leaders, among 
other high-reach accounts, linked to violent incitement 
in countries ranging from Myanmar to India to the United 
States. (The latter is discussed in a case study below.)147

Platforms take a lenient approach when moderating 
content from public figures because of the public interest 
in seeing and interacting with it. But the details of these 
policies — and how they are applied — are notoriously 
difficult to track, which can give the impression that they 
are fallbacks that platforms use to allow public figures to 
break the rules with impunity. Although Facebook has 
had an ad hoc public figure/newsworthiness policy since 
2009, it took almost 10 years for the company to publicly 
disclose its policy in two blog posts from 2016 and 2019.148 
Under its policy, Facebook may allow content to remain 
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tion for content that is “educational, scientific, newswor-
thy, or a documentary.”164 However, in two competing 
appearances, YouTube CEO Susan Wojcicki made 
conflicting representations about the company’s policies. 
In 2019, she said that politicians are exempt from some 
of YouTube’s rules because “it’s important for other people 
to see.”165 In 2021, she said that YouTube has no exceptions 
for politicians and that the rules are the same for every-
one.166 Regardless of what its actual policy is, YouTube is 
typically among the last of the major platforms to act 
against public figures, generally waiting until other plat-
forms have taken enforcement actions.167 

Platform approaches to public figures often seem to 
give these influential accounts wide latitude to break the 
rules with impunity. Even where companies have taken 
steps to write a policy for moderating public figures, a 
timid posture precludes their enforcement actions even 
having a chance to succeed. As observed by Jillian York, 
the director of freedom of expression at the Electronic 
Frontier Foundation, “When the citizen’s speech is 
deemed less valuable than that of the politician, when the 
activist is silenced by state or corporate powers (or both 
acting in concert), the same structures that enable offline 
repression are being replicated online.”168 

an election is underway or a country is at war),” the 
“nature of the speech,” and the “political structure of the 
country, including whether it has a free press.”157 These 
disclosures do not connect newsworthiness with other 
processes, such as the cross-check system or how this 
policy ties to its efforts to label or downrank certain types 
of content.158 

Twitter’s public interest exception is accessible through 
its rules and policies hub.159 It takes a more detailed 
approach, explaining which elected and government offi-
cials or candidates qualify and how the public will know 
when an exception is applied.160According to its policy, 
Twitter is supposed to apply a label that discloses when 
it has applied a public interest exception and specify 
which rule(s) the public figure violated, and users are 
supposed to be prompted to click or tap through before 
they can see the tweet.161 Twitter claims that it rarely 
applies this policy, noting that it was employed fewer than 
five times in all of 2018.162 Comparatively, in 2020, the 
company used it numerous times to mark tweets by 
former President Trump during the 2020 presidential 
election before ultimately suspending his account.163 

Unlike the other platforms, YouTube claims that it does 
not have a public figure exception but does have an excep-

Case Study: The Deplatforming of President Trump

>> In the wake of the January 6, 2021, insurrection at the 
U.S. Capitol, Twitter and other platforms began suspending 
Donald Trump’s accounts for his role in inciting the vio-
lence.169 These decisions came after years of apprehension. 
Among the offending posts that pushed the platforms over 
the edge, the former president told the insurrectionists “we 
love you, you’re very special,” called them “true patriots,” and 
encouraged them to “remember this day forever.”170

While there was significant posturing by the major 
platforms that Trump’s behavior was extraordinary or 
unprecedented, there was in fact ample evidence going 
back years that Trump was violating their policies. There 
were numerous times where his statements seemed to 
clearly violate platform policies against inciting violence. 
For example, in May 2020, as nationwide protests were 
erupting in the aftermath of the police murder of George 
Floyd, Trump published incendiary comments across 
multiple platforms, describing protesters as “THUGS” and 
saying that “when the looting starts, the shooting starts.”171 
Trump’s tweet to that effect quoted a statement from a 
white police chief in the 1960s about cracking down 
against civil rights protestors and could be seen as a call 
for others to commit acts of violence.172 In another case, 

his ongoing calls to “LIBERATE MICHIGAN” and “LIBERATE 
MINNESOTA” acted as a call to arms within extremist 
circles, perhaps even contributing to a plot to kidnap 
Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer.173 Some members 
of Facebook’s Oversight Board, which was charged with 
reviewing Trump’s suspension from the platform, also 
noted that Trump’s multiple posts regarding the “CHINA 
VIRUS” may have advocated racial or national hatred 
constituting incitement to hostility, discrimination, or 
violence.174

To be sure, Trump’s racist rhetoric, lies, and bullying were 
important for people to see. When Trump regularly crossed 
the line throughout the years, it would have made sense for 
the platforms to consistently label his posts as breaking 
specific rules but note that a public interest exemption was 
being applied and that limits had been placed on their 
distribution. But the platforms put off these actions for 
years, and it was only in the immediate lead-up to the 2020 
presidential election that they publicly considered moderat-
ing Trump’s account and actually began doing so.175 

Even in their belated enforcement, the platforms’ 
decisions did not come from a principled standpoint and 

continued on next page
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did not entail transparent application of their policies. 
Instead, they took a reactive approach that was opaque 
and reliant on new designations. For example, YouTube’s 
decision to suspend Trump did not result from his support 
of the January 6 insurrection but from a video that was 
posted nearly a week after the event, in which Trump 
defended his rally before the riot and said the national 
anger was due to congressional efforts to impeach and 
convict him. Without specifying which rule this video 
broke or even identifying the video itself, YouTube 
announced on its Twitter account that it was removing 
content and applying a strike and a one-week suspen-
sion.176 The company subsequently extended the suspen-
sion without explaining the original violation or how it 
would approach reinstatement, simply saying that its 
teams were “closely monitoring for any new develop-
ments.”177 In a panel appearance before the Atlantic 
Council, CEO Susan Wojcicki provided slightly more 
information, saying that YouTube assesses the risk of 
violence by looking at “signals” such as government state-
ments and warnings, law enforcement presence, and 
violent rhetoric on YouTube.178 In contrast, Twitter 
followed up its suspension of Trump’s account with an 
announcement that it was permanently suspending his 
account “due to the risk of further incitement of vio-
lence.”179

Reviewing Facebook’s decision to suspend Trump 
indefinitely, the Oversight Board found that the threat of 
ongoing violence justified a suspension but that an 
“indefinite” one — a remedy not contemplated in the 
company’s rules — was unacceptable.180 The board 
demanded that the company instead “apply and justify a 
defined penalty.”181 It also made a number of recommen-
dations regarding the moderation of influential accounts, 

directing the platform to provide appropriate resources 
and personnel to apply principled rules to address these 
individuals’ unique ability to incite online and offline 
harms.182 In its response to the Oversight Board’s 
decision, Facebook set Trump’s suspension at two years 
but reserved the right to reassess whether “the risk to 
public safety has receded” or if another suspension might 
be warranted.183 Facebook also noted that in “extreme 
cases,” it can permanently disable an account if the 
account “persistently posts any violating content, despite 
repeated warnings and restrictions” (among other 
reasons).184 

Hateful speech from high-profile individuals has a greater 
potential to cause significant harm. The Brookings 
Institution followed the impact of three tweets the former 
president wrote attacking political rivals in Michigan and 
Ohio and federal employees in Virginia. The study found 
that in the aftermath of the posts, levels of severe toxicity 
and threats against the targeted parties spiked.185 Further-
more, one of the Capitol insurrectionists was quoted in the 
Washington Post as saying “I thought I was following my 
president. . . . I thought I was following what we were called 
to do.”186 Others apparently hoped for a pardon before 
Trump left office, believing that he would protect them 
because they were following his “orders.”187 

Of course, this problem is not limited to social media or 
even to Donald Trump himself. Numerous other elected 
officials, such as Sens. Ted Cruz (R-TX) and Josh Hawley 
(R-MO), also played a role in casting doubt on the results of 
the 2020 election, as did traditional media outlets like Fox 
News, which reportedly raised doubts as to the 2020 
election outcome nearly 800 times in the two weeks after 
the election was called for Joe Biden.188

continued from previous page
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Unfortunately, because of the board’s limited jurisdiction 
and its ability to hear only a small number of cases each 
year, the venture is likely to be more impactful from a 
policy standpoint than as a true means of providing due 
process for users.203 

Despite the push in recent years toward expanding 
appeals and notice to users, central elements of the 
process remain vague, and appeal options remain limited. 
YouTube has traditionally relied on human reviewers, but 
for Twitter and Facebook, it is often unclear when appeals 
are conducted by human reviewers as opposed to AI 
systems.204 This ambiguity was particularly true in the 
midst of the Covid-19 pandemic, during which all of the 
platforms acknowledged having limited access to human 
moderators, leading to slower and reduced user appeals.205 
Facebook did start giving users the option to “Disagree 
with Decision Instead of Request Review” in some 
circumstances.206 Essentially, though, that process just 
allows people to provide feedback to the company, not to 
receive another review of a content moderation 
decision. 

Furthermore, not all types of rule violations can be 
appealed. For example, until early 2019, Twitter only 
allowed appeals for account suspensions or locked 
accounts, not for enforcement actions against specific 
pieces of content.207 Currently, none of the platforms 
allow appeals of intermediate enforcement actions like 
downranking or interstitials or even notify users of such 
actions. Until recently, users could not appeal in cases 
where the platforms decided to leave up content that they 
reported.208 The reality is that users are left without any 
recourse in a wide range of situations. Even when appeals 
are allowed, users rarely receive adequate notice about 
the rule they allegedly violated or the reasoning behind 
the platforms’ enforcement actions. Oftentimes the plat-
forms will identify the content as violating a broad, 
general policy, such as “hate speech,” without providing 
information on what part of the rule was violated. As the 

A. User Appeals 
Despite greater access to appeals, the processes remain 
inconsistent and hidden from public view. Moreover, as 
companies shifted to utilizing fewer human reviewers 
during the Covid-19 pandemic, momentum around 
greater appeals accessibility and transparency faced a 
significant setback.192 These developments placed users 
from marginalized communities at greater risk for adverse 
content moderation decisions due to the higher error 
rates in algorithmic versus manual takedowns — partic-
ularly when non-English speech is involved. Those users 
also found themselves without meaningful ways to appeal 
such decisions.193 For example, in 2020, Facebook demon-
strated its inability to account for local context in Nigeria 
when its automated tools removed posts using the 
#EndSARS hashtag to call attention to police attacks 
against protesters.194 According to the company, its auto-
mated systems mistook this hashtag organizing against 
police violence for misinformation about Covid-19.195 

YouTube was an early pioneer in the appeals space, 
allowing users to appeal strikes for community guidelines 
violations as early as 2010.196 Twitter and Facebook lagged 
behind, creating opportunities for user appeals only in the 
last several years.197 Facebook began allowing appeals for 
some takedowns only in 2018 and has slowly expanded 
the scope of appealable content since then.198 It recently 
took the lead in creating novel appeals procedures,199 and 
it is the only platform that created an independent body 
to hear appeals of its enforcement decisions (as well as 
decisions that the company itself refers to the board). The 
impact of this quasi-independent body remains to be 
seen;200 the Facebook Oversight Board began hearing its 
first cases in the fall of 2020 and issued its first decisions 
and policy recommendations in early 2021.201 The high 
overturn rate in the board’s initial set of decisions indi-
cates that Facebook’s decision-making is far from sound 
and that appeals are necessary to correct mistakes.202 

III. Appeals Processes and Transparency Reports:  
A Start, Not a Solution

Over the last several years, social media platforms have started providing users 
with greater access to appeals and provided more transparency on their 
enforcement practices.189 However, these efforts have fallen short when it 

comes to protecting users who come from marginalized communities. The appeals 
processes are limited to certain types of content,190 and users often lack the information 
they need to meaningfully utilize them: information on specific rules violated, for 
example, or whether content was removed due to an algorithm or human reviewer —
which could affect the likelihood that a removal was made in error.191 These limitations 
have stymied the effectiveness of the platforms’ appeals processes.
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or biases contained within flagging systems. Of the three 
platforms, only YouTube provides some insight into the 
identity of the trusted flaggers it relies on for a subset of 
its rules, and even then, the company only offers a repre-
sentative sampling.212 YouTube notes that it works with 
“academics, government partners, and NGOs,” but it only 
discloses the identities of a few NGOs and academics, 
omitting any information about government agencies.213 
Similarly, its disclosures around the use of automated 
tools do not specify if those tools are only used for specific 
rules, how often their removals are overturned compared 
to human flags, and whether the tools have been 
subjected to independent assessments. Instead, the 
company touts its system’s growing effectiveness with 
little proof beyond the volume of removals.214

Another way to assess the effects of removals would 
be to better understand the targets of hate speech and 
harassment. Despite detailed lists of protected categories 
(at times even broken down into tiers), transparency 
reports bundle removals by category.215 While Twitter 
reports data such as the percentage increase in harass-
ment, and Facebook recently started reporting informa-
tion on the prevalence of hate speech, the reports do not 
indicate whether this information reflects an increase in 
attacks against particular groups, such as women or 
LGBTQ+ communities.216 This lack of disclosure makes 
it impossible to assess enforcement or to understand the 
extent to which marginalized communities are being 
subjected to attacks. 

Similarly, only Facebook discloses how often it restores 
content removed under these rules with or without an 
appeal.217 By comparison, YouTube bundles appeals across 
all of its policies, grouping categories like spam with more 
complex and potentially overbroad removals under its 
violent extremism or hate speech policies.218 Without 
more information, transparency reports offer only mini-
mal insight into how specific rules are written or inter-
preted in a manner that may be causing higher error rates. 
Finally, information about intermediate removals, such 
as demonetization, labeling, or downranking, is not 
currently disclosed in transparency reports, making it 
impossible to fully assess the scope or effectiveness of 
these enforcement actions.

Without significant expansion of platform disclosures, 
transparency reports fail to provide the insights necessary 
to assess the effectiveness of content moderation policies 
and practices, and whether certain communities are bear-
ing the burden of an unequal system.

Facebook Oversight Board highlighted in early 2021, this 
opacity leaves users lacking the information they need to 
conduct a meaningful appeal.209 It also constrains their 
ability to explain why they believe a decision was 
incorrect. 

Robust appeals are an essential mechanism to safe-
guard the speech of all users, but they are particularly 
important for those from marginalized communities. 
Given the platforms’ inconsistent, quasi-arbitrary, and 
obfuscated enforcement of their content moderation 
rules, their appeals processes are ripe for overhaul. 

B. Transparency Reports
Following years of civil society advocacy, Facebook, Twit-
ter, and YouTube now regularly issue transparency reports 
covering matters such as the volume of their content 
removals and the percentage of offending content that 
was identified using automated tools.210 However, these 
reports largely reflect how the companies want their 
efforts to be evaluated: on the quantity of removals (often 
without providing information regarding the prevalence 
of various types of content) instead of their quality. As a 
result, transparency reports in their current form fail to 
provide the information necessary to evaluate who is 
most affected by enforcement decisions, whether some 
communities are disproportionately targeted by hate 
speech or harassment, and whether automated tools are 
making more mistakes when assessing certain categories 
of content. 

One way to assess the impact of community standards 
enforcement is to understand who is most affected by 
policies that remove broader swaths of content, such as 
rules against terrorist content or violent extremism. Yet 
none of the platforms disclose the individuals or organi-
zations covered by those policies or whether content, 
when removed, was pulled due to imminent threats of 
violence or under vague prohibitions such as “praise” or 
“support” of banned organizations.211 Assessing whether 
these removals are unilaterally targeting a particular type 
of content or subset of users — and whether groups 
targeting marginalized populations are being ignored — 
is thus extremely difficult to ascertain. 

We know that all three platforms rely on a combination 
of users, trusted flaggers, and automated tools to identify 
offending content, but transparency reports do not 
disclose enough information to assess the effectiveness 
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A. Legislative 
Recommendations 
Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act of 
1996 immunizes online platforms from most liability 
for their users’ content and for their voluntary efforts 
to remove content that they consider objectionable.219 
It is a political lightning rod that spurred  bipartisan 

energy around holding Big Tech accountable.220 Reform 
of Section 230 is one potential path to effecting serious 
changes to content moderation if those reforms can 
wrest more transparency and accountability from plat-
forms, as we discuss below. Alternatively, our proposed 
reforms could be achieved via stand-alone regulation.221 
However, some current proposals run the risk of aggra-
vating existing inequities and further harming margin-
alized communities.222 

IV. Recommendations

The social media status quo often fails marginalized communities. While this 
must end, we must also take care to ensure that attempts to provide solutions do 
not aggravate existing harms or introduce new ones. This section contains 

several recommendations for legislative and industry reforms. These recommendations 
are aimed at protecting marginalized communities by empowering government and 
the public with the information necessary to hold platforms accountable. They are not 
an exhaustive inventory of what needs to be done to address the myriad harms 
wrought by social media companies. But they are important steps for ensuring that 
society understands the disparate influence of content moderation on particular 
communities, which in turn will lead to better, evidence-based policymaking. 

Who Is Covered (and Who Is Not)

>> Our proposed regulatory updates target social media 
platforms that host user-generated content — the 
companies whose largely inscrutable decisions can have 
the biggest impact in shaping “the availability and discov-
erability of information.”223 But those companies represent 
only a subset of the information service providers covered 
by Section 230 and of those that make content moderation 
decisions. We recommend that the transparency and data 
access requirements outlined in this report should not 
apply to the following services or entities:

¡		Online service providers at layers of the internet 
infrastructure other than the application layer, such 
as cloud services, domain name system (DNS) 
providers, content delivery networks, domain name 
registrars, and internet service providers (e.g., 
Cloudflare’s protection against distributed denial of 
service attacks). We believe that these companies 
should largely act as neutral conduits and avoid making 
content moderation decisions. These services are 
essential in providing the infrastructure necessary for a 
functioning internet, but the companies maintain a more 
attenuated relationship with users and can be more 
ill-equipped to target individual pieces of content. The 

concern is that greater moderation by these companies 
could limit the ability of individuals from marginalized 
communities to freely communicate using the internet.224

¡		Traditional media outlets that offer journalistic or 
editorial content (not including editorial decisions by 
online platforms to rank and organize third-party 
content). These companies operate at a smaller scale, 
have traditional regulatory controls in place, and are 
ill-equipped to make the types of disclosure determina-
tions expected of social media platforms.

¡		Applications and functionalities that enable private 
communications, such as email, direct messages 
(e.g., private Twitter accounts or Facebook posts 
shared with certain friends), videoconferencing 
services, and encrypted communication services 
(e.g., iMessage and Signal). It is essential for individu-
als to remain free to make private communications 
using the internet, just as phone companies or the 
postal service should not deny people access to speak 
or correspond with others. The Covid-19 pandemic laid 
bare how vital the ability to communicate online is for 
participation in modern society.
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	¡ Right to appeal and disclosure of appeals policies. 
All platforms should provide users with the right to 
appeal all content moderation decisions, from down-
ranking to removal, as well as publicly accessible infor-
mation on their appeals processes. The platforms 
should clearly delineate to users the reason for an 
enforcement decision (including the specific rule 
violated), how to file an appeal, what enforcement deci-
sions can be appealed, who will review the appeal, how 
the decision will be delivered, and if there is any avenue 
for further appeal.

	¡ Disclosure of government requests for content 
removals and user information. All platforms should 
disclose the number of orders and requests received 
from government agencies to remove content or 
suspend accounts and whether action was taken on 
the basis of law or platform community standards. 
These disclosures should be broken down by the agen-
cies requesting information and should include the 
specific law cited in the request. Additionally, as a check 
against closed-door information exchange, platforms 
should be required to disclose any partnerships with 
government entities (including supra- and quasi-gov-
ernmental entities) to provide or exchange information 
about the identities of users without following a legal 
process. These disclosures are essential to protect 
against government suppression of marginalized 
communities, who are often the target of state oppres-
sion. While many platforms already do this, the infor-
mation they disclose is not granular enough to identify 
harms against marginalized groups. 

	¡ Error rates. Platforms should publish information 
about their error rates for enforcing each content policy 
as well as error rates for human and algorithmic moder-
ation. This information is imperative to understanding 
the trade-offs that platforms accept regarding over- 
removal, along with which communities are dispro-
portionately affected.

Recommendation 2:  
Require Mandatory Transparency  
Reporting for Larger Platforms

While many of the larger platforms already publish trans-
parency reports, current self-reporting is insufficient to 
allow policymakers and the public to evaluate who is most 
affected by their decisions. To correct this imbalance, we 
recommend that platforms meeting the criteria outlined 
below be required to publish transparency reports that 
disclose, at a minimum, the following information in  
an openly licensed, cross-referenceable, and machine- 
readable format. We believe that the disclosures described 

Recommendation 1:  
Require Clear Content Moderation and 
Appeals Policies for All Platforms

Regardless of their size, it is essential that all platforms 
adequately invest in developing clear, consistent, and 
publicly accessible content moderation policies instead 
of relying on ad hoc decisions that are reactive to scandal 
and treat the harms imposed on marginalized communi-
ties as an acceptable trade-off for growth. We see this 
cycle repeating itself with new platforms ranging from 
TikTok to Substack to Clubhouse.225 To this end, we 
recommend that the following requirements apply to all 
social media companies: 

	¡ Public and easily accessible community standards 
and enforcement protocols. First and foremost, all 
platforms must publish community standards that 
explain their rules for acceptable content and explain 
the steps taken in response to rule violations. These 
standards and protocols should be presented in one 
location instead of the current practice of scattering 
content policies across numerous blog posts, press 
releases, and even third-party websites.226 

	¡ Moderator disclosures. Platforms should disclose the 
variety of methods used to identify offending content 
and provide visibility into which methods are employed 
in which situations. This increased transparency is an 
essential step in allowing users and watchdog organi-
zations alike to identify issues ranging from lack of 
language expertise to biased algorithms. At a minimum, 
transparency reports should disclose the following:

>	 The identities of organizational trusted flaggers 
and the specific content policies for which they 
have special flagging privileges.227 

>	 The types of automated tools deployed to identify 
and remove offending content, such as the use of 
hashing systems and natural language processing 
systems. Platforms should also disclose their partic-
ipation in cross-industry initiatives such as GIFCT, 
as well as how they respond to content flagged by 
the consortium (i.e., automatic removal or flagging 
for human review) or other similar arrangements.

>	 The types of human moderation employed, in-
cluding whether in-house employees or contrac-
tors perform this role and whether the platform 
leverages community moderators, as well as the 
identities of third-party vendors that assist with 
moderation, the number of languages in which 
content moderation is offered, and the extent of 
local expertise.
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they are a group, individual, or organization). For 
content enforcement related to terrorism or vio-
lent extremism, platforms should disclose actions 
based on the organization or individual designated 
as “dangerous” or “violent” that the post related to. 
This step will help assess whether these removals 
are focusing on certain users or groups.

>	 Impact of algorithmic removals. Platforms should 
publish the number of removals and suspensions 
that occurred without human review and distin-
guish the type of algorithm used. This measure 
will help assess whether platforms are over-relying  
on tools that may be ill-suited for the types of  
assessments required.

>	 Impact of enforcement. In addition to reporting 
on the amount of violating content removed, plat-
forms should disclose the number of users who 
have had their accounts suspended or terminat-
ed and the reasons why. For each specific area of 
their content moderation rules, platforms should 
also report on intermediate enforcement actions, 
including downranking, demonetization, intersti-
tials, and exceptions made under their newswor-
thiness or similar policies.

	¡ Appeals disclosures. Platforms should disclose the 
number of user appeals per type of enforcement action 
(from account suspension to demonetization), as well 
as information about the rate of overturned decisions 
by type of violation. These checks are necessary to 
ensure equitable enforcement and to assess whether 
appeals are adequately robust.

Together, these proposals set a floor, not a ceiling, for 
transparency reporting. Platforms should consider these 
recommendations as setting forth a minimum amount of 
information that they should report, with the understand-
ing that the particular details of their reporting may vary 
depending on the types of services they offer. Moreover, 
while these recommendations are currently proposed as 
mandatory for only those platforms meeting the above 
threshold requirements, they should inform the transpar-
ency reporting of all platforms regardless of their size. 

Recommendation 3:  
Establish a Federal Commission to Evaluate 
Academic Research, Third-Party Auditing, 
and Independent Investigations

For too long, it has fallen to journalists and academics to 
uncover discrepancies in platforms’ explanations of how 
their systems work. Platforms regularly dispute research 

below represent the base level of transparency that should 
be required of all companies. However, we recognize 
potential resource limitations and for now recommend 
that these regulatory requirements be reserved for larger 
companies that meet the following threshold: platforms 
that have more than 30 million active monthly users in the 
United States or more than $500 million in global annual 
revenue during the most recent 12-month period. This 
threshold is intended to target the largest and most influ-
ential companies while giving emerging companies an 
opportunity to build up their content moderation practices 
at a pace proportionate to their scale and influence. Plat-
forms that surpass this threshold should be required to 
make the following disclosures:

	¡ Flagging violating content. For each specific area of 
their content moderation rules, platforms should 
disclose information on the number of posts that have 
been flagged as potentially violating and by whom — a 
user, automated tool, human moderator, or trusted 
flagger (and if they were an individual, government 
agency, or NGO). In addition, for each type of moder-
ator, platforms should disclose the percentage of the 
flagged content that was determined to have violated 
content moderation rules.

	¡ Enforcement of content policies. Currently, some 
platforms release data on the numbers of posts removed 
and accounts suspended for violation of their content 
policies. This requirement should be expanded to all 
platforms meeting the above threshold and supple-
mented with information on other enforcement mech-
anisms, such as interstitials, demonetization, and other 
intermediate restrictions applied. Each of these disclo-
sures should be broken down by the specific part of the 
rule violated. 

>	 Impact of hate speech. To facilitate a better un-
derstanding of content moderation’s reach, we 
recommend that platforms track and disclose their 
enforcement of hate speech policies by the group 
targeted (when one is identified). Instead of track-
ing users by race, gender, or other protected class — 
which are open to abuse across multiple contexts 
— tracking the targets of attacks would only require 
creating a record of an assessment already made 
by platform moderators.228 For example, when as-
sessing hate speech, platforms already must assess 
whether a post is promoting violence against indi-
viduals or groups based on characteristics such as 
religion, national origin, ethnicity, sexual orienta-
tion, disability, gender identity, immigration status, 
or race.229 Thus, tracking these decisions should 
not be overly burdensome. Platforms should also 
disclose the type of victim targeted (e.g., whether 
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of the Covid-19 pandemic: “Without better access to data 
and insight on companies’ decision-making systems, both 
human- and machine-led, we cannot determine with 
certainty why some areas of policy appear more effective 
or better enforced than others. . . . [A]ny conclusions 
drawn must rely on some element of extrapolation and 
inference.”237 

B. Platform 
Recommendations
This section contains recommendations for platforms to 
do more to protect marginalized communities. First, we 
make a deceptively simple proposal: changing content 
moderation policies and practices to meaningfully inte-
grate free expression, user privacy, and equal protection. 
This change will require a paradigm shift in everything 
from hiring to product design to policy drafting; at times, 
it will even require difficult pushback against government 
actors. Second, we propose designing a series of consis-
tent controls for public figures who pose the largest threat 
of inciting online and offline harms. Finally, we outline 
the need to overhaul transparency mechanisms to allow 
the public to better understand the groups and commu-
nities targeted by terrorism and violent extremism remov-
als, and the role that governments may be playing in 
content moderation. 

Recommendation 1:  
Shift Policy to Equitably Protect 
Marginalized Communities

Content moderation policy must be revamped to account 
for power dynamics among different groups and struc-
tural inequalities that may diminish opportunity for equal 
access to platforms. Currently, the amorphous nature of 
social media platforms’ content moderation policies gives 
companies enormous discretion in their enforcement. 
Platforms must begin exercising this discretion in a way 
that truly balances free expression with equity and prior-
itizes user safety and due process. 

This approach will require more limited enforcement 
in some circumstances and more expansive enforcement 
in others. When it comes to terrorist content, policy and 
enforcement lean too heavily toward over-removal, 
censoring everything from important political debate to 
timely and relevant journalistic content. This tendency 
can severely limit the ability of marginalized groups to 
speak out and engage with the political developments of 
the day, effectively creating a second-tier social media 
platform where anything that does not clearly denounce 
terrorism could be misinterpreted as praise or support, 

findings and news reports, claiming that they reflect an 
incomplete understanding of how their systems work, but 
the same companies refuse to provide the data necessary 
to allow informed assessments, at times even taking steps 
to impede ongoing research.230 The unilateral control of 
the data necessary to assess social media’s positive and 
negative effects on society is untenable. 

We recommend that Congress establish a federal 
commission to investigate how to best facilitate the 
disclosure of platform data to enable independent 
research and auditing, protect privacy, and establish whis-
tleblower protection for company employees and contrac-
tors who expose unlawful practices. The commission 
should convene a broad set of stakeholders, including 
representatives of impacted communities, activists, jour-
nalists, members of civil society organizations and NGOs, 
researchers, privacy experts, academics, platform repre-
sentatives, and content moderators. 

The commission should consider the following issues, 
among others: 

	¡ how to arrange for researcher access to data held by 
private companies, including whether an intermediary 
is needed;231 

	¡ how to protect the privacy and security of user data;232

	¡ how to ensure that platform users are appropriately 
notified that their data may be shared with independent 
researchers for public interest research projects;233

	¡ how to protect companies’ proprietary information;234

	¡ how to set up clear walls separating academic research 
from law enforcement and intelligence agencies;235 

	¡ the appropriate liability protections, both for the compa-
nies and the researchers, required to enable public 
interest research; and

	¡ whether, if a regime is proposed or created by the 
commission to facilitate the disclosure of platform data 
for independent research and auditing, there should 
be whistleblower protections to allow employees and 
contractors at platform companies to share informa-
tion about unlawful actions pertaining to the privacy 
and security of user data.236 

Clear legal obligations and protections are necessary first 
steps to ensure that external research and evaluation can 
play an informed role in improving online discourse and 
protecting groups that are disproportionately harmed by 
opaque and inconsistent content moderation enforce-
ment. As noted in one research institute’s analysis of how 
social media companies responded to the first 100 days 
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and medium.239 In the Trump case, Facebook’s Oversight 
Board noted that influential users such as heads of state 
and high-ranking government officials “can carry a 
heightened risk of encouraging, legitimizing, or inciting 
violence — either because their high position of trust 
imbues their words with greater force and credibility or 
because their followers may infer they can act with impu-
nity.”240 Instead of addressing this issue, companies 
largely take a hands-off approach, looking the other way 
when influential users regularly break rules. Facebook 
claims that it is fully implementing the Oversight Board’s 
recommendation to “prioritize safety over expression 
when taking action on a threat from influential accounts,” 
but it also claims to already take this approach — an asser-
tion that seems contrary to the company’s long-standing 
policy (which was only changed after the decision in the 
Trump case) that politicians’ speech is inherently 
newsworthy. 

The application of public figure rules is mostly invisible, 
with platforms usually disclosing it only when pressured 
by journalists. In June 2021, Facebook committed to 
greater transparency over how it moderates public figures, 
particularly during times of civil unrest. The company also 
said that it would begin providing regular updates about 
when it applies newsworthiness exceptions. How these 
commitments will play out in practice remains to be seen. 
Similarly, whereas Twitter has committed to disclosing 
when it applies its public interest exception, it also said 
that in 2018, it applied that exception fewer than five 
times.241

Hearing what public figures have to say is an important 
public interest, and robust freedom of expression requires 
space for offensive and hurtful views. At the same time, 
as the Facebook Oversight Board noted in May 2021, 
international human rights standards also expect state 
actors to condemn violence and provide accurate infor-
mation on matters in the public interest.242 At a minimum, 
social media companies must ensure that public figures 
do not leverage platforms to incite violence or other types 
of offline harm. Protecting the ability of ordinary people 
to use their speech to challenge the powerful requires a 
different calculus than the protections necessary for influ-
ential figures who often have multiple avenues for dissem-
inating their message. 

Platforms must write public figure policies that recog-
nize the connection between reach, authority, and influ-
ence. They must also enforce their policies in a clear, 
consistent, and transparent manner. The following 
recommendations represent a baseline:

	¡ Platforms should establish pilot programs to identify 
and more rapidly moderate posts from users who have 
a high probability of causing imminent harm. As part of 
this process, platforms will need to undertake an inven-
tory of the accounts that necessitate escalated moder-

leaving it subject to removal with limited rights of appeal. 
On the other hand, hate speech policies attempt to take 
a more measured approach with narrower restrictions, 
which can create a convoluted order of operations that 
ends up protecting powerful groups or allowing all but 
the most explicit attacks based on protected characteris-
tics. Platforms should recalibrate this system to ensure 
that all users are treated equally. The first step is to collect 
and publish data on who bears the brunt of platform 
enforcement policies and priorities. 

Moving forward, platforms must acknowledge and 
document the unique ways in which minority communi-
ties are most susceptible to harassment, violence, and 
hate speech and the ways in which such content can 
result in both offline and online harms. Too often, plat-
forms rely on the risk of offline harm, such as “real-world 
violence” or doxxing, as a critical tipping point for iden-
tifying content that violates their policies. In fact, online 
harms ranging from reputational attacks to someone’s 
voice being silenced are significant injuries that merit 
action. To date, it has fallen on affected communities to 
raise these issues, usually with limited (if any) response 
from the companies. An appropriate response will not 
always require removals but rather a more robust build-
out into intermediate enforcement practices as well as 
tools for users to protect themselves. 

Meaningful consideration of marginalized communi-
ties also requires analysis of the harms of various meth-
ods for enforcing content policy. Automated tools for 
content removals, whether they rely on hashing or natural 
language processing, must be evaluated for their ability 
to accurately assess different dialects, slang, and related 
variations of context.238 Additionally, platforms must 
ensure that human moderation teams have the necessary 
linguistic and cultural competence to achieve effective 
content moderation, and that those employees receive 
adequate compensation and health care to accomplish 
their challenging but essential work. These basic first 
steps should be carried out before tools and moderation 
practices are employed, and they must be continually 
reevaluated to protect against disparate impact. 

Recommendation 2:  
Invert the Status Quo —  
Moderation of Public Figures

Social media platforms’ rules for public figures and news-
worthiness need an overhaul. Accounts with the largest 
reach merit close scrutiny because they have the most 
potential to cause harm. As explained by Susan Benesch, 
director of the Dangerous Speech Project, this subset of 
users can range from elected officials to religious leaders 
to celebrities and political pundits; identifying these indi-
viduals requires analyzing the speaker, audience, context, 
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assembles a special team to escalate more rapidly 
during high-risk events; neither YouTube nor Twitter 
have indicated whether they follow a similar 
practice.248 

	¡ Whenever they apply a public interest exception, plat-
forms should specify the rule that the post would 
normally break and clearly indicate that the post is not 
being removed because it is protected by the exemption. 
When an individual is suspended or banned, users visit-
ing that public figure’s profile should be notified that 
the person was suspended for violating a specific rule 
— and told what that rule was.

	¡ Whenever platforms take steps to ban a public figure’s 
account, they should take steps to appropriately archive 
the account. The steps taken to collect, preserve, and 
share information for the investigation and prosecution 
of human rights or other violations must be public and 
transparent, including how content that was removed 
can be made available to researchers in compliance 
with applicable laws.

	¡ Platforms should disclose public figure censures in 
transparency reports by region and country, detailing 
the measures taken (e.g., removal, warning labels, or 
downranking).

Focusing on the biggest drivers of harm provides an effec-
tive way to allocate resources. It also protects the free 
expression and user safety of a majority of people, but 
especially marginalized communities that are the more 
frequently targeted by the powerful. 

Recommendation 3:  
Ensure Consistent and Transparent  
Actions Regarding Terrorist and  
Violent Extremism Content

Removals of terrorist content are plagued by opacity and 
overbreadth. As a preliminary matter, platforms should 
publish a public list of the individuals and organizations 
covered by their terrorism, dangerous organizations and 
individuals, and related policies. To the extent that they 
simply rely on sanctions lists from the United States or 
United Nations, that should be disclosed. These disclo-
sures will help assess whether policy rules such as those 
addressing white supremacy are written in a manner that 
does not miss the organizations that are driving violence, 
and whether these policies remain predominantly focused 
on ISIS and al-Qaeda. 

Policies that broadly target content based on “praise,” 
“support,” or “glorification” should not be used, regardless 
of the type of violent extremism being targeted. These 

ation. This group may include elected officials but also 
may include influential people such as religious leaders, 
celebrities, and political pundits. The process for iden-
tifying these accounts will vary by platform. In a 2019 
report titled Alternative Influence: Broadcasting the 
Reactionary Right on YouTube, researcher Rebecca Lewis 
suggests junctures at which YouTube might assess: the 
instances where it awards “silver,” “gold,” and “diamond” 
awards for reaching 100,000, 1 million, or 10 million 
subscribers.243 Similarly, in the context of election integ-
rity, the nonprofit Accountable Tech recommends focus-
ing on accounts with more than 250,000 followers and 
applying strikes against those accounts for violations of 
applicable election integrity policies.244 

	¡ Platforms should fund and train content moderation 
staff who have appropriate linguistic, cultural, and 
political fluency and authority to moderate these influ-
ential accounts. According to Facebook, it already 
ensures that its content reviewers have “regional and 
linguistic expertise.” Nonetheless, instances such as 
the platform’s confusing the Nigerian #EndSARS 
campaign (“SARS” in that instance denoting a tactical 
unit of the Nigerian police force accused of brutality 
against civilians) with health misinformation clearly 
demonstrate the need for improvements in the compa-
ny’s screening and training processes.245 Furthermore, 
as the Facebook Oversight Board noted in May 2021, 
moderators must be insulated from political and 
economic interference and undue influence.246 This 
safeguard may necessitate decision-making by individ-
uals other than the heads of social media platforms. 
When moderating posts from influential accounts, 
messages must be assessed by how people are likely to 
understand them, regardless of superficial attempts to 
couch them in language that skirts responsibility.247 

	¡ Platforms should publish policies for moderating public 
figures as part of their community guidelines. These 
descriptions should explain how they determine who 
is covered by an exemption, how the exemption applies 
to the remaining community standards, and whether 
there are different restrictions for how ordinary users 
can interact with public figures. 

	¡ Platforms should explain and disclose intermediate 
controls for public figures, specify when and how down-
ranking and warning labels are applied, and explicate 
the strike policies that are applied to public figures who 
regularly break platform rules. 

	¡ Platforms should specify the protocols for moderating 
public figures during volatile situations such as mass 
protests, elections, or other times where the risk of 
offline harms is high. Facebook has indicated that it 
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groups and seeking to remove content that they would 
be legally prohibited from removing themselves. In 2017, 
Facebook reached an agreement with the Israeli govern-
ment to address “incitement,” prompting the platform to 
remove content from Palestinian journalists and civil soci-
ety.252 This long-standing practice is reaching new levels: 
in May 2021, Justice Minister Benny Gantz responded to 
violence between Israelis and Palestinians by attempting 
to pressure platform executives to remove Palestinian 
content “that incites to violence or spreads disinforma-
tion.”253 The Israeli attorney general’s office reported that 
its cyber unit had submitted 1,010 requests over a 10-day 
period for social media companies to remove content or 
reduce its exposure; the office claimed that Twitter 
complied with 82 percent of its requests and Facebook 
with 46 percent, and that it was awaiting removals from 
YouTube.254 

In order to empower a global response to protect these 
marginalized groups from government censorship, trans-
parency reports should disclose how often government 
agencies are flagging content for removal, specify the rule, 
and identify the agency. To the furthest extent that is 
legally permissible, platforms should also notify the 
affected user when content is removed due to government 
flagging. Additionally, when removals are accompanied 
by voluntary information-sharing arrangements with 
government agencies, these relationships must be publicly 
disclosed. Removals around “coordinated inauthentic 
behavior” (i.e., platform manipulation removals typically 
related to online influence operations) most clearly impli-
cate such arrangements, but there is an ongoing risk that 
this private-public partnership is occurring outside of 
public view.255

imprecise terms will inevitably capture expressions of 
general sympathy for or understanding of certain view-
points, not to mention news reporting. Relying on vague 
labels makes it more likely that content will be misinter-
preted or inaccurately flagged by context-blind hashing 
algorithms. These terms also introduce opportunities for 
policy misuse, as praise or glorification provide catchall 
categorizations that become the easiest way to justify 
removal.249 Facebook’s decision to allow praise and 
support of certain conspiracy networks and hate-banned 
entities reflects a decision to avoid overburdening speech 
from users with more powerful political support; the same 
calculations should be extended to users from marginal-
ized communities.

Finally, government involvement in terrorist or violent 
extremism content removals raises serious free expres-
sion and disparate impact concerns. In many jurisdictions, 
overbroad laws around terrorism and national security 
are already used to target dissent. For example, in 2017, 
the government of India pressured Twitter to block the 
accounts of activists, journalists, and academics critical 
of the government’s military actions in Kashmir, relying 
on an Indian law prohibiting incitement that threatens 
national security.250 This pattern is playing out again in 
2021, as the Indian government pressured social media 
companies to block accounts connected to protests over 
new agricultural reforms as well as posts criticizing the 
government’s response to the second wave of Covid-19, 
at times even threatening to jail the companies’ employ-
ees for not complying with removal requests.251

In other countries, the embedding of law enforcement 
officials within platforms — commonly referred to as 
internet referral units — raises serious concerns that 
governments are directing platforms to target disfavored 
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Conclusion

We are at a crucial juncture in reevaluating the role that social media plays in 
world discourse. For too long, content moderation policies and practices 
have often failed to appropriately mitigate the numerous harms facing 

women, communities of color, LGBTQ+ communities, and ethnic and religious 
minorities. The time has come for a systematic overhaul of how platforms carry out 
their policies to address these harms and ensure that they actually provide products 
that facilitate free expression. At the same time, legislators must step in and end the 
information vacuum that prevents public interest evaluations of platform systems and 
their impact on society. These dual reforms are vital for ensuring that modern threats 
to the civil rights and liberties of marginalized groups are no longer treated as 
acceptable trade-offs.
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